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2.	Caracalla.    Otv, " AYTO. K. M, AYP . . .    Bust of Oara-
calla to r>
Rev. Two hexastjle temples opposed; the sides, in which
are six columns, as if in perspective; the angle,
•which represents the junction of the fronts with the
sides, is in relief; above, Eni CTPA. KOP. OYET-
THNIANOY ACIAPX . . . ; below, in four lines,
CAPAIANON AIC NEOKOPON MHTPOHOAEQS
ACIAS. M. 131." Leake, Num. Hell. Suppl. p.
86. figured, from his specimen, pi. iv. n. 1. (This
coin is unfortunately defective in the most important
part of the legend.)
3.	Same emperor.
Rev. EIII CTPA. KOP. OYETTHNIANOY ACIAPX. A.
(or A?); in a wreath, KOINON ACIAC. CAP-
AIANON AIC NEOKOPON. M. M. M. (Mt. iv.
131.) (It will be observed that this coin is said to
have A after ACIAPX., while n. 1 is said to have A.
"Whichever letter is right, it is almost certain to be
the same in each. Mionnet prints ACIAPXA here,
but this can hardly be the form of the genitive in
imperial times.)
A coin of the same Emperor, reading EIII CTPA. KOP.
OYETTHNIANOY . . . CAPAIANON B NEOKOPON, pro-
bably had his title ACIAPXOY. Type, Emperor on horse-
back. (Mt. Suppl. vii. 4?26.)
Mionnet's index (Tab. Gen. p. 127) refers to coins of Julia
Domna bearing the name of this Asiarch, but his title does not
occur thereon.
4.	Gordian III.
Rev. EHIIOY. COYA. EPMO$IAOY A. APX. CAPAIANON
T. NEOKOPON. Hercules aiid Bacchus with their
attributes. M. M. M. (Mt.iv. 136.) (This seems
to be the same coin that Van Dale (Diss. de Asiarchis,
p. 279) and Eckhel (Doctr. Num. Vet. iv. 207) re-
fer to, but instead of A. APX. they have ACIAPX.
Inspection must determine the true reading.)
5.	Valerian senior.
Rev. EH. AOM. POY$OY ACIAPX. CAPAIANON T.
NEOKOP. Image of Proserpine, Ceres veiled facing
her. M. M. M. (Mt. SuppL vii. 432 (and less
correctly, iv. 139, n. 798).)
6.	Same emperor.
Rev. EIII AOM.   POY^OY ACIAPX.   K,   YIOY T. ACL,

